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Abstrat
Here we give a short overview of how Weyl geometry may be used
as a framework for geometrial osmology.
3
Already the simplest ex-
amples of Weyl geometry, the stati spae-time models of general rel-
ativity modied by an additional time-homogeneous Weylian length
onnetion (here alled the Hubble form), lead to beautiful osmo-
logial models (Weyl universes) whih an be onsidered as a serious
alternative to the Friedman-Robertson lass presently in use. A om-
parison with empirial data shows that the magnitude-redshift relation
of reent supernovae Ia measurements is in perfet agreement with the
predition of derease of energy ux in the Weyl models. These data
allow to estimate the (ex-ante) spaelike urvature κ0 of Weyl uni-
verses. The urvature ζ measured in osmi units, i.e., κ0 = ζH
2
1 , with
Hubble length H1 = c
−1H0, an take on values in a rather wide inter-
val, ζ ∈ [−0.4, 2.2] (for mean quadrati error σ ≤ 1.3 σdata). Quasar
frequeny data from the SDSS provide strong evidene of a positive
ex-ante urvature κ0 and redue the interval for ζ to ∈ [0.25, 2.2] (for
σ ≤ 1.3 σbest). Thus an Einstein-Weyl universe (i.e., an Einstein uni-
verse endowed with a Weylian length onnetion) is in good agreement
with supernovae and quasar data.
The relative mass-energy density Ωm, with respet to the riti-
al density of the standard approah, and the relative ontribution
of the vauum term ΩΛ (where Λ denotes the osmologial term of
Weyl geometry) are here idential to Ωm = ζ and ΩΛ = 1. Both
are time-independent. Thus the time-evolution anomaly of vauum
energy does not arise. The intervals given in the literature for the
dynamially determined matter density parameter 0.1 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.5 or
0.2 ≤ Ωm ≤ 1, depending on sales of stuture observed, with presently
preferred value Ωm ≈ 0.3 are onsistent with other data in the Weyl
geometri approah, although they may not be the last word. An ex-
planation of the osmi mirowave bakground by a maximal entropy
state of the quantized Maxwell equation, aording to a proposal by
I.E. Segal for the onformal Einstein universe, translates diretly to
the Weyl approah. It leads to quantitative estimations for the tem-
perature of the Plank radiation between 2
◦
K and 5.3
◦
K. Moreover,
the anisotropy angles, expeted to arise in an Einstein-Weyl universe
of ζ ≈ 0.8 from the inhomogeneities in matter distribution on the su-
perluster level give a value of l ≈ 200 and agree with the results of
multipole measurements of CMB anisotropies (similarly in the ase of
ζ ≈ 0.3 for ellular strutures).
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Basis of Weyl universes
Weyl universes are partiularly simple manifolds M with a Weylian metri
(g, ϕ). Pragmatially speaking, a Weyl universe arises from a modiation
of a Lorentzian produt manifold M ,
M = IR× Sκ0 ,
by a Weylian length onnetion ϕ. Here Sκ0 represents spaelike bres and
denotes a Riemannian 3-manifold of onstant ex-ante setional urvature
κ0 =
k
a2
; k ∈ 0,±1 haraterizes the urvature type (Eulidean, spherial,
hyperboli) and a is the urvature radius. Let us denote the 3-metri of the
bres by dσ2. For oordinates (t, x) ∈ M , the Lorentzian metri on M is
then given in geometrial units (c = 1) by
g : ds2 = dt2 − dσ2. (1)
It is omplemented by a dierential one form, the Hubble form
ϕ = Hdt, (2)
with H ∈ IR+ a onstant, the Hubble onstant. In physial units its inverse
H−10 represents the Hubble time and H
−1
1 = cH
−1
0 the Hubble length. The
pair (g, ϕ) haraterizes theWeylian metri, although it is only one of several
dierent gauges [W1℄. The Hubble form denes a sale (length) onnetion
on M . A hange of gauge from (g, ϕ) to (g˜, ϕ˜) is given by a stritly positive
saling funtion λ : M → IR+, suh that
g˜ = λ2g , and ϕ˜ = ϕ− d log λ.
As the Hubble onnetion has a vanishing urvature,
dϕ = 0,
the length onnetion an be integrated and leads to a semi-Riemannian
manifold struture onM . After reparametrization of the time oordinate t =
log τ , the semi-Riemannian struture onM an be perieved as a Robertson-
Walker manifold IR ×f Sκ0 with linear warp funtion f(τ) = Hτ . In this
sense, Weyl universes are nothing but unommon, but not at all useless,
views on the simplest lass of non-trivial Robertson-Walker manifolds.
The osmi ow U of the orresponding osmologial model is given by
the anonial ow along t, lifted to M , i.e., U = ∂
∂t
in Weyl gauge.
The Weylian metri has a uniquely determined ompatible ane on-
netion Γ with a gauge invariant Riemannian urvature tensor R and Rii
2
tensor Ric. While Γ, R (of type 1, 3) and Ric are gauge invariant, the salar
urvature S is gauge dependent with gauge weight -2. In our gauge it is on-
stant. Therefore our referene gauge given by equations (1) and (2) is alled
the Weyl gauge of the manifold. If we express the setional urvature of Sκ0
by a proportionality fator ζ to the Hubble urvature H2, i.e. κ0 := ζH
2
,
the salar urvature of M beomes
S = −6H2(1 + ζ). (3)
The eetive spaelike setional urvature κS of the Weylian manifold M
(i.e. inluding the eet of the sale onnetion ϕ) is
κS = H
2 + κ0. (4)
If we use the natural onvention that the gravitational onstant G is a
gauge quantity of weight 2, the Einstein equation
Ric− 1
2
Sg = 8π
G
c4
T (5)
beomes gauge invariant. Beause of (3), the l.h.s. of the Einstein equation
is in our ase
Ric− 1
2
Sg = 3(H2 + κ0)dt
2 − (−1)(H2 + κ0)dσ2. (6)
Thus the energy-momentum-stress tensor T of the Einstein equation is
a tensor of an ideal uid, although a strange one (negative pressure), with
total energy-mass density give in geometrial units (c = G = 1)
8πρ = 3(H2 + κ0) (7)
and pressure
8πp = −(H2 + κ0).
This is a diret onsequene of general results on Robertson-Walker mani-
folds, onsidered in Weyl gauge [ON℄.
4
It is important to notie that both
values are onstant in Weyl gauge.
The onstany of energy density explains why we onsider Weyl gauge
as an appropriate andidate for the representation of measurement by ma-
terial (atomi) loks. From the point of view of the physial interpretation
(semantis) of the model, Weyl gauge (g, ϕ) ought to be onsidered as the
matter gauge of a Weyl universe. The aompanying Hubble form repre-
sents the sale onnetion of the Weylian metri; it enodes the osmologial
redshift ompletely.
4
ONeill works with signature (3,1) of the Lorentz metri rather than (1,3), orrespond-
ing to a fator −1 for the metri. The onsequenes for S, R, Ric an be read o from
the orresponding gauge weights (λ ≡ i).
3
It is possible to integrate the sale onnetion of a Weyl universe and
to gauge it away. Then we arrive at the Riemann gauge of the Weylian
manifold whih has, by denition, a vanishing sale onnetion ϕ˜ = 0. It is of
the form (g˜, 0) with g˜(t, x) = λ(t)2g(t, x), where the saling funtion λ arises
from (path-indedent) integration of the Hubble form from some referene
time t0 (today) to any t:
λ(t) = eH(t0+t). (8)
Thus the saling funtion from Weyl to Riemann gauge expands exponen-
tially. It an be reparametrized by a new timelike parameter τ in IR+ with
τ = H−1eHt, t = H−1 lnHτ.
Then M gets the form of a Robertson-Walker manifold,
M ≈ IR+ ×f Sk,a
with a linear warp (expansion) funtion f(τ) = Hτ . In the Robertson-
Walker piture of the Riemann gauge, the sale expansion looks no longer
exponential but linear (due to reparametrization). An attempt to extend the
time-like interval from IR
+
to IR
+ ∪ {0} runs into an inital singularity as
an obstale. Clearly the Robertson-Walker piture suggests an inappropriate
method of past timelike ompatiation of the Weyl universe.
In Weyl geometry it is natural to desribe the transfer of saled quantities
(metri, time intervals, photon energy, ux of a osmi soure, et.) by a
alibration by transfer as it was alled by H. Weyl, i.e., transfer by integration
of the length onnetion, exponentiated aording to the gauge weight of the
quantity. In our simple ase, the transfer is given path-independently by λ
as in equation (8). The redshift of a photon with trajetory γ, emitted at
p = (t, x) and observed at q = (t0, x0) ( t < t0 = today ), is given by
z(p, q) + 1 = e
∫
t0
t
ϕ(γ′(τ))dτ = eH(t0−t).
For t0 = 0 and t < 0 it an be written as
z(t) = eH|t| − 1. (9)
That agrees, of ourse, with the value expeted from the Robertson-Walker
piture. In Riemann gauge and the Robertson-Walker piture Weyl universes
no longer have a onstant energy-momentum tensor. In this sense, Riemann
gauge leads to an unphysial appearane of the model and is no appropriate
andidate for the matter (atomi lok) gauge.
Photon energy (gauge weight -1) is dual to osillation time (gauge weight
+1); their alibration by transfer is losely linked to Riemann gauge (weight
4
of metri +2). Therefore we onsider the Riemann gauge of Weyl universes
as their photon gauge. Flux alibrates dierently (gauge weight -4).
The derease of energy ux from a osmi soure with redshift F (z) an
now be alulated and, with it, the derease of luminosity m(z) of osmi
soures. If we take the orretion of measured data by a fator z+1 into a-
ount, usually applied by astronomers in order to ompensate for the energy
derease of photons by the redshift (K-orretion), the luminosity funtion
is given in the spherial ase, k = +1 by
m+ = 5 log
(
(z + 1)
3
2 sin(
√
ζ ln(z + 1))
)
+ C.
In the hyperboli ase (k = −1) the sin has to be substituted by the sinh
and in the at ase (k = 0) by the identity funtion.
The lightone of a Weyl universe intersets the spatial bres in Eulidean,
spherial or hyperboli spheres, depending on the value of k. The depen-
dene of the area of the spheres O(z) with redshift z(t) an easily be al-
ulated, and with it the volume V (z1, z2), overed by the lightone between
redshifts z1 and z2. For the ase of an Einstein-Weyl universe, i.e., the
spherial ase with k = 1, we get
O+(z) =
4π
ζH21
(z + 1)−2 sin2(
√
ζ ln(z + 1))
and
V (z1, z2) = H
−1
1
∫ z2
z1
(z + 1)−1O(z)dz, (10)
respetively (in physial units).
In an Einstein-Weyl universe of (ex-ante) urvature radius of spatial bres
a = (
√
ζH1)
−1
, an objet of diameter b in distane d in Weyl gauge (d =
H−11 ln(z + 1)) is given by alulation in spherial trigonometry, beause of
the onformal invariane of the lightone struture (during the deformation
of the lassial Einstein universe to the Einstein-Weyl one). Angular sizes of
suh objets are given by
sin
α
2
=
sin b2a
sin d
a
. (11)
Two Weyl universes with parameters H, H ′ and κ0 = ζH
2
, κ′0 = ζ
′H ′2
are isometri i ζ ′ = ζ. Thus, although in the denition of Weyl universes the
two parameters H and κ0 enter, the model spae is essentially 1-dimensional.
It an be parametrized by the urvature index ζ. For any empirial investi-
gation we we should therefore be interested in nding approximations of the
metrial parameter ζ.
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Figure 1: Magnitude-redshift relation in Einstein-Weyl universe, ζ = 1 (i.e.,
κ0 = H
2
1 ), H0 = 72, M = −19.3
Luminosity-redshift relation for supernovae Ia
Let aus ompare the predition of luminosity derease in Weyl universes
with the reent supernovae Ia data, as measured in highest possible prei-
sion with present tehniques by the Cerro Tololo Inter-Amerian Observa-
tory group (CTO) around S. Philipps and the Supernova Cosmology Projet
(SCP) around S. Perlmutter. Integrated results have been presented in
[Pm℄. The whole set of data overs the measurements for 60 supernovae Ia
(SNIa) with redshifts 0.014 ≤ z ≤ 0.83 and magnitudes 14.47 ≤ m ≤ 24.65
in two learly separated subsamples, 18 low redshift supernovae observed
by the CTO group with 0.014 ≤ z ≤ 0.101, and 42 by the SCP with
0.172 ≤ z ≤ 0.83. The error intervals given for the measurements arry
a mean quadrati error σdata ≈ 0.256. A t by the method of quadrati
errors σ (residual dispersion) shows good results for the Weyl model.
We use the present value for the Hubble onstantH0 = 72 ±5 kms−1Mpc−1,
determined by other methods and aepted in the astronomial ommu-
nity (with only minor dierenes left, we alulate here with H0 ≈ 72) and
M ≈ −19.3 for the absolute magnitude of supernovae Ia. With these values,
the best t for the urvature parameter is
ζ ≈ 0.9 , with residual dispersion σbest ≈ 0.324 ≈ 1.27σdata.
This t is reasonably good; the quality is omparable to the standard model
(σstand ≈ 0.322).5 It an be onsidered as a rst empirial answer to the
question, whether the hypothesis of luminosity derease aording to ali-
bration by transfer in Weyl geometry makes sense or not. It learly does.
Moreover, the derease of t quality under hange of ζ is rather slow. With
5
The value given here diers from the one of the extended preprint version [Sho℄
(orresponding to urvature parameter ζ ≈ 2.1), due to a orretion of the alulation.
6
a riterion σ ≤ 1.3σdata for a good t we get a wide interval for admissible
urvature parameters, inluding all three urvature types k = ±1, 0
ζ ∈ [−0.4, 2.2] =: ISNIa.
The residual dispersions for ζ = 0.9 and ζ = 0.3 are σ1 ≈ 0.324 and σ0.3 ≈
0.326, respetively. The last value (ζ ≈ 0.3) is of interest beause of the
onsiderations below (mass density).
Quasar frequenies
Quasar ounts depending on the redshift and their relative frequenies in
equal ∆z intervals have shown intriguing properties, not easily to be ex-
plained by geometrial onsiderations in the known osmologial approahes.
We onsider here the data from the rst data release of the Sloan Digital Sly
Survey (SDSS) with 16 713 objets up to z ≤ 5.4, whih has been published
reently [Shn℄. The data of the quasar ount have been onentrated in a
histogram with 69 intervals of width ∆z = 0.076. They show a lear and
well-formed inrease up to about z ≈ 2 and a rapid break down for z > 2.
If we ompare the data of quasar distribution with the volume sanned
by the lightone in an Einstein-Weyl universe over orresponding redshift
intervals, we nd a surprisingly good agreement up to the peak at z ≈ 2 (see
gure 2). We alulate how many objets are to be expeted in the redshift
intervals of lengths ∆z = 0.076 up to zcut ≤ 2.05 under the assumption of
equal distribution per unit volume for dierent values of ζ in the interval
determined by the supernovae Ia data. If the ut-o value is hosen above
2.05, the t optimum is inuened by the the rapid derease of quasar ounts
above z ≈ 2.6 If we assume that the rapid derease of quasar ounts beyond
z ≈ 2 is mainly due to a redution of sensibility of detetors and other
seletion eets, it seems appropriate to redue the t interval as above. The
result is a best t value for ζ ≈ 0.8. If we use the riterion σζ ≤ 1.3σbest,
the quasar frequenies lead to an admissible parameter interval
ζ ∈ [0.25, 2.2] =: IQF .
If astronomers nd suh strong seletion eets unlikely, the assumption
of equal distribution of quasars in suiently large volume layers of the
lightone in Weyl geometry would be refuted for z > 2.
In any ase, the quasar frequenies seem to give strong evidene in favour
of a positive urvature parameter if we interpret the data in the frame of
6
The ut-o value zcut = 2.05 is speied by omparison with the t behaviour of other
ut-o values. For lower values (of the ut-o) than 2.05 the best t parameter remains
essentiall stable ζbest ≈ 0.8. For values zcut > 2.05 the upper ank of the rapid derease
of quasar frequenies leads to the appearane of another (and stronger) relative optimum
ζbest above 2, whih shifts with hanging values for zcut. The latter has been disussed in
the preprint [Sho℄.
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Figure 2: Volume overed by the lightone in Einstein-Weyl universe with
ζ = 0.8 (undashed), ζ = 2.2 (oarse dashing), and ζ = 0.25 (ne dashing),
ompared with relative numbers of quasar frequenies of SDSS (dots)
the most simple models of Weyl geometry (Weyl universes). The quasar
frequeny interval IQF is ontained in the good t interval for the SNIa
data, and we nd as ommon result
ζ ∈ ISNIa ∩QF = IQF = [0.25, 2.2].
Weylian osmologial term and mass density
In ase of a non-vanishing length urvature ϕ, the l.h.s. of equation (5),
i.e., the gauge invariant Einstein tensor, onsists of a part derived from the
semi-Riemannian omponent g of the omplete Weyl metri (g, ϕ) and a
ontribution from the Hubble onnetion. Let us denote Levi-Civita on-
netion, Rii urvature and salar urvature of the semi-Riemannian om-
ponent alone by Γg, Ricg, Sg respetively; then the total (gauge invariant)
Einstein tensor splits up into two terms
Ric− 1
2
Sg = Ricg − 1
2
Sgg + ΛH , (12)
where ΛH an be dened by this equation (of ourse, the split is not gauge
invariant, but depends on the hoie of the matter gauge of the model).
It expresses the deviation of the gauge invariant Einstein tensor from the
underlying purely semi-Riemannian omponent in the hosen gauge. Thus
ΛH an be read as a osmologial term of Weyl geometry; we all it the
8
Weylian osmologial term. In analogy to standard osmology, it seems nat-
ural to deompose the r.h.s of the Einstein equation aordingly. Written in
geometrial units, we get
8πTtot = 8π(Tm + TΛ),
where we denote the total energy-momentum tensor by Ttot and deompose
it (in geometrial units) aording to equation (6):
8πTm = 3κ0dt
2 − (−1)κ0dσ2 = Ricg − 1
2
Sgg
8πTΛ = 3H
2dt2 − (−1)dσ2 = ΛH .
This deomposition shows a natural orrespondene between the se-
tional urvature and mass-energy density on the on hand side, and the ur-
vature ontribution of the Hubble form and vauum term on the other (4),
(5)):
8πρtot = 8π(ρm + ρΛ) = 3κS = 3κ0 + 3H
2.
In the light of the established interpretations of standard osmology, it may
therefore seem natural to interpret the urvature values by
8πρm = 3κ0 , 8πpm = −κ0, (13)
8πρΛ = 3H
2 , 8πpΛ = −H2 (14)
(in geometrial units). The vauum term represents the inuene of the
Hubble form on the total urvature, while the mass-term seems to urve the
spatial bres diretly.
For the relative ontributions ompared with the ritial mass-energy
density of the standard approah, ρcrit =
3
8piH
2
, we get
Ωm :=
ρm
ρcrit
=
3κ0
3H2
= ζ , ΩΛ :=
ρΛ
ρcrit
=
3H2
3H2
= 1.
The determination of dynamial mass density, lose to galaxies, lusters,
and superlusters leads astronomers and physiists to an atual estimation
of 0.1 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.5 for smaller strutures and/or 0.2 ≤ Ωm ≤ 1 for larger
ones, with a preferred value lose to Ωm ≈ 0.3 [Ca℄.
That is onsistent with the supernovae and quasar data, but probably not
the best we an expet. As we expet a greater awareness for dynamial mass
in larger regions in the future, we hoose the autious estimation for large
strutures Im := [ 0.2, 1 ]. That is in very good agreement with ISNIa ∩ IQF ,
if we adapt the lower bound slightly. A provisional result of all the three
aspet onsidered is then:
ζ ∈ [ 0.25, 1 ] = Im ∩ IQF ∩ ISNIa.
9
There are reasons to expet further hanges for the estimations of Ωm.
The dynamially determined mass may be the result of diluted baryoni
matter, mostly ionized hydrogen (the hyle in our terminology), whih is
onentrated in the neighbourhood of lusters and superlusters, but not
onned to it. Apparently the hyle is distributed in high dilution over the
whole time-spae, inluding the voids, in addition to its dynamially observ-
able more onentrated parts. We should not exlude the possibility that
future investigations may lead to estimations of the overall mass density,
whih orret the atual values of Ωm ≈ 0.3 by a fator 2 to 10. If the
higher fator turns out to be realisti, the split of the soure quantities of
the Einstein equation (13) is a purely formal exerise whih eluidates the
analogy to present standard osmologial argumentation, but has no deeper
physial meaning. Please notie that in the Weyl approah Tm and TΛ are
stritly proportional and obey the same state equation
p = −1
3
ρ .
From the mathematial point of view, a joint semantial interpretation of
T , without separating it into its part, seems therefore just as natural as the
deomposition disussed above.
The present estimations of dynamial mass prefer a value 0.25 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.3,
while the evaluation of supernovae Ia data and of quasar frequenies indiate
a value of ζ loser to 1 as a realisti andidate. For onservative estimations
we therefore have to alulate with ζ ≈ 0.3; for general onsiderations we
give ζ ≈ 0.8 a slight preferene.
Cosmi mirowave bakground
I.E. Segal has proved an interesting property of the onformal Einstein uni-
verse: Aording to his analyis, the quantized Maxwell eld on the Einstein
universe possesses a maximal entropy state of exat Plank harateristi
with energy distribution ǫ(ν) (ν = frequeny)
ǫ(ν) = ν3(eβν − 1), β = 2πh¯
(
π2
15(h¯c)3ǫ0
) 1
4
,
where ǫ0 is the energy density of the radiation eld [Se℄. If we aept this
theorem, the theoretial existene of a bakground equlibrium of the quantized
Maxwell eld in a spherial Weyl universe has been established by I.E. Segal,
beause eletrodynamis is a onformally invariant theory and the Einstein-
Weyl universe is a onformal deformation of the lassial Einstein universe.
If the Weyl geometri approah is not only a striking formal model of os-
mi geometry but has physial ontent, we may reasonably expet that the
Hubble onnetion ϕ = Hdt is a lassial expression of some energy transfer
10
proess in the eletrodynamial eld from well direted foreground ontri-
butions of the eld (well modelled by the lassial Maxwell equation) to
the quantum eletrodynamial bakground, whih we onsider to be mod-
elled by Segal's maximal entropy state. In this sense, the Hubble onnetion
would represent a variant of the lassial Olbers eet of bakground galaxy
radiation. In the Weyl geometri ontext it is delivered, however, to the bak-
ground rather than to the visible night sky. The observable bakground
mirowave radiation results only as a seondary eet. This bakground
radiation, onsidered on the lassial level, will be exposed to absorption.
We thus expet an energy equilibrium in Segal's bakground state be-
tween transfer proesses from the foreground radiation via the Hubble on-
netion (Olbers-Weyl eet) and an energy loss by absorptive damping. We
all this hypothetial mehanism the Segal-Olbers-Weyl eet and show that
it gives an alternative explanation of the osmi mirowave bakground ra-
diationt in the frame of Weyl geometry.
We estimate the absorptive damping during the passage in osmi time-
spae between two onjugate points of the spherial spae setion by a fator
α lying in a rather genereous interval, 0.11 ≤ α ≤ 0.99. Then the equilibrium
between absorption and energy transfer from the foreground galaxy radiation
eld, with energy density ǫgal, is obtained at
ǫback = α
−1ǫgal
zcon − 1
zcon
,
where zcon denotes the redshift at the onjugate point of the observer. It
an be used for an estimation of the bakground energy density,
Reent measurements of the osmi infrared, optial and UV extragala-
it radiation give values for its overall intensity, IIOUV , between 45 and 170
nW m−2sr−1 [DH, 41℄. That orresponds to an energy density ǫIOUV be-
tween 0.012 and 0.045 eV cm−3 (ibid, p. 3). Thus the energy density has a
proportional (geometri) mean 0.024 eV cm−3 with error fator 2±1. For
the absorption interval α as above, the proportional mean is α ≈ 0.33 with
error fator 3±1. With zcon−1
zcon
≈ 1 for our urvature values ζ, we arrive at
the estimation
ǫback = α
−1ǫIOUV
zcon − 1
zcon
≈ 0.72 · 6±1 eV cm−3 = 7.2 · 6±1 · 10−4 keV cm−3.
The orresponding Plank temperature is
Tback = k
−1
B
(
ǫback
a0
) 1
4
, a0 =
π2
15(h¯c)3
,
(kB Boltzmann onstant). We arrive at the onlusion:
From the atual best values for the infrared, optial and UV extragagala-
ti radiation [DH℄ we get an estimation for the temperature of the Segal-
Olbers-Weyl bakground of
Tback ≈ 3.3 · 1, 6±1 ◦K, i.e. Tback ∈ [2.1, 5.3] ◦K.
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This is in enouraging agreement with the empirially determined radia-
tion temperature of the osmi mirowave bakground TCMB ≈ 2.73◦K.
Moreover, we observe an interesting behaviour of angular sizes in Einstein-
Weyl universes: For small redshifts they derease rapidly, but over a long z-
interval they stay relatively stable, before they rise again lose to the on-
jugate point. For ζ = 0.8, the inhomogeneity sale of superlusters of about
50Mpc leaves optial signals of angular size between 0.6◦ and 0.8◦ in 87 %
of the volume of the spatial setion up to the rst onjugate point.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
z
0.5
1
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2
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3
3.5
4
Degree
Figure 3: Angular size of objets with diameter 50 Mp in Einstein-Weyl
universe with ζ = 0.8
Under the plausible assumption that anisotropies in the energy density
of the foreground eld lead to utuations of the bakground temperature in
omparable angular sizes, superlusters will ause anisotropy traes on the
Segal-Olbers bakground betwen 0.6
◦
and 0.8
◦
for ζ = 0.8. We thus expet
an anisotropy signal with multipole moment about l ≈ 180◦/0.8◦ ≈ 220 and
nd an aeptable agreement with the ne struture measurements of CMB
anisotropies with a strong maximum lose to l ≈ 200 [Ma℄.
Of ourse, this observation is far from a predition of anisotropy angles.
The determination of parameters is still muh too rough to allow reliable on-
lusions in this regime. If ζ = 0.3 turns out to be a more realisti urvature
parameter of the Weyl universe, we even have to onsider the inhomogeneity
sale of ellular strutures, of about 100Mpc as possibly lying at the origin
of the dominant anisotropy moment. In a volume of more than 70 % of the
spatial setion they lead here to anisotropies of angular size between 0.75
◦
and 1
◦
.
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Provisional onlusion
The Weyl geometri approah to osmology seems to oer great opportu-
nities. In a wide interval of urvature parameters, ζ ∈ [−0.4, 2.2], Weyl
universes are in good agreement with supernovae Ia measurements. A fair
interval of Einstein-Weyl universes, ζ ∈ [ 0.25, 1 ], is onsistent with quasar
data and estimations of dynamial mass for the more generous estimations
on larger sales. The models onstruted in the Weyl approah behave more
trustworthy than the ones from the Friedman-Robertson lass in several
respets. In partiular, they are not subjet to the anomaly of a time-
dependent vauum energy ontribution, whih irritates the standard ap-
proah [Ca℄. The densities of mass-energy and of vauum energy are on-
stant, onsidered in the mean over large osmi regions. Of ourse, the
physial explanation of ρΛ and pΛ remains a puzzle. Its answer is no ques-
tion of geometry but of physis, perhaps even of astronomy. If the ontri-
bution of the intergalati diluted (ordinary) mass turns out to be higher
than estimated at the moment, the neessity to bring vauum energy (and
vauum pressure) into play vanishes. But already now, the whole onfused
and onfusing debate about non-baryoni dark matter and time-dependent
vauum energy beomes superuous, if we aept the Weyl approah as an
alternative to the present standard.
We only have to draw the natural onlusion from the dierenes between
the values of dynamial mass onluded from astronomial observations and
the predition from the hypothesis of primordial nuleosyntheis. Suh dif-
ferenes started already to beome apparent about a deade ago. The devel-
opment in the meantime shows that it is time to give up the reality laim of
the hypothesis of primordial nuleosynthesis.
Of ourse, this long overdue onlusion is muh easier to draw in a ree-
tion of the state of the art from the point of view of the Weyl approah. In
this perspetive, the whole game with high energy states lose to the big bang
looks very muh like grand talk about a gauge eet. The Weyl approah
makes it very likely that physis lose to the big bang is a pure theory-
onstrut, without diret physial meaning. It may be aeptable, however,
as a hallenging theoretial test ground for extreme onditions. Perhaps it
ontinues to be useful in this funtion, if pursued with the neessary preau-
tions. For example, some of the methods developed with the hypothesis of
primordial nuleosynthesis in mind an probably be transferred to the study
of hot ores of quasars and galati nulei and may turn out to be useful in
the new ontext. In the viinity of suh regional singularities of the lassi-
al geometri struture (blak holes), whih ome more and more into the
range of detailed empirial investigations [Pe℄, we may expet a more realis-
ti plae for the reyling of higher nulei to light ones than in the famous
few seonds after the origin of the world.
It may be of interest to astronomers that, at the highest redshift observa-
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tions of today, dierenes beween the standard approah and the Weyl one
start to matter and ome into the range of physially relevant distintions.
For example, the galaxy at z ≈ 7, whih has reently been disovered and
was preisely observed by teams from the Kek and Hubble telesopes, ap-
pears surprisingly small in the evaluation of the osmologial standard model
(with (Ωm,ΩΛ) = (0.3, 0.7)). The galaxy seems to have major and minor
axes of 1.6 kp and 0.5 kpc only [Kn℄. Beause of the high luminosity of the
galaxy (M ≈ −21), it has been pereived as extremely ompat and seems to
be haraterized by a partiularly high rate of star formation. These prop-
erties were already tentatively interpreted as an indiator for evolutionary
early galaxies. If onsidered in the Weyl approah, the z ≈ 7 galaxy omes
muh loser to normality. In a Weyl universe of ζ ≈ 0.8 the axes would
be alulated as 19 kpc and 5 kpc, in a Weyl universe with ζ ≈ 0.3 even as
29 kpc and 8 kpc.
All in all, the outome of the rst exploration of the Weyl geometri
approah to osmology is a promising rst step. It annot be more. The
next step should be a loser evaluation of the onsequenes of the approah
for astronomial and astrophysial data, done with muh more expertise in
the diverse elds than stands to our disposal. On the other hand, diverse
theoretial questions are open for investigation; most important, perhaps,
the one for a physial explanation of the Hubble form. This omponent of
the Weylian struture seems to indiate a hitherto negleted oupling be-
tween gravitation and the eletromagneti eld, expressed on the lassial
level. The oupling is denitely dierent from the one proposed by Weyl in
his rst hypothesis of 1918; it rather may have some anity to F. Zwiky's
proposal for an explanation of the osmologial redshift by a kind of gravi-
tational drag of photons [Z℄. H. Weyl, at least, onsidered this attempt as
a legitimate alternative to the spae kinematial explanations of Friedman-
Robertson type, even at a time when he was well aware of the neessity to
nd quantum theoretial versions for the suessful lassial eld theories
[W4℄.
As in any new approah, we should not be too sure about empirial reli-
ability in the long run. It may still turn out that broader and more detailed
srutinizing of the properties of Weyl geometrial models leads to the onlu-
sion that this approah suggests a seond physially wrong, i.e., empirially
inadequate, theory of osmi geometry.
7
At present, and hopefully for the
foreseeable future, the approah seems to be able to ontribute to our on-
eptual understanding of geometry on the level of osmi distanes in an
enlightening manner.
7
W. Lenz, Hamburg, used to warn that for all omplexes of empirial phenomena there
exist at least two theories whih are mathematially onsistent and t the data, but are
physially wrong  (ommuniation due to W. Kunz at the Jordan Symposium, Otober
2004, Mainz).
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